
Sentiment du fer
Fencing's Jedi Art 

Sentiment du fer, or “feeling of the blade” is the high-skill of tactile, anticipatory, experienced-based 
sensitivity and intuition.  Through concentration, relaxation, and technique, we are able to automate a 
skillful response based on the ability to feel and react to pressures on the blade.  Sentiment du fer can 
be separated into 3 types (3 T's).

Luke: But with the blast shield down, I can't even see! How am I supposed to fight?
Obi-Wan: Your eyes can deceive you. Don't trust them. Stretch out with your feelings!

-Obi-Wan Kenobi to Luke Skywalker, Star Wars: A New Hope

Tactile
When you engage blades with your partner, the first and easiest type of sentiment du fer to develop is a sense of pressure 
acuity.  When someone presses on the blade, we have a choice to respond in 5 (simple) ways –

• disengage (with engagement), 
• disengagement (without engagement), 
• coupé 
• counter-opposition
• counter-pressure

Tells
Tells, like in magic and poker are “unconscious actions on the part of your partner that are made in an attempt to deceive.” 
The skillful fencer begins to see these “Tells” as specialized tendencies that create a particular response or action.  
Remember “The first step in avoiding the trap, is knowing of it's existence” (Dune).  When these Tells reach a regularity in 
frequency, we can anticipate (with high probability) a successful attack, counter-attack, or baiting action. 

Trials
Similar to Tells, trials are more-so what you find true, frequent and consistent through experience.  This experience can be 
based on finding tendencies in schools of fencing (i.e. modern vs. classically trained), types of fencers (i.e. aggressive, 
defensive, hyper-reactive, etc.) and even attribute-driven observations (i.e. left-handers, tall vs. short, etc.).  When your 
sensory skill and experience (knowing what you are likely to expect) meet your present moment observations (tells) you 
become a highly-refined fencer – and one that is not likely to be surprised or tricked.

Exercise 1
Coach/Partner: Engages with Opposition
Student: Counter-oppositon (awaits response)

Exercise 4 
Coach/Partner: Engages in Tierce with Opposition
Student:  Coupé with counter-opposition 

Exercise 2
Coach/Partner: Engages
Student: Opposes opponent's blade (awaits response)

Exercise 5
Coach/Partner: Engages in Tierce with Opposition
Student: Disengage into Tierce with counter-opposition

Exercise 3
Coach/Partner: Engages with Opposition
Student: Disengages with counter-opposition

Exercise 6
Coach/Partner: Engages in Quarte, Opposes to line of Sixte
Student: Disengage to Quarte with “Italian” guard.*

*The Italian guard is a movement by which the arm is more extended, and point more threatening to the opponent.  This guard or transition posture is 
characteristic of our particular training method.
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